Heavy Stock 52” Banner Paper
Transfer Paper

1. Set Print Mode:
   Uninet IColor Banner Paper

   iColor 500/600: Ultra Heavy 3
   iColor 550/540: Thick to 220g
   iColor 650: Ultra Heavy 3
   iColor 800: Thick to 220g

   • Must be in CMYK/CYM
     Composite black mode

   • Not for use in IColor 560

2. Page size must match media
   being used. (Banner)
   • Do NOT set to mirror print

3. Print the image and cut if
   necessary. Apply the finished
   media as desired.

To Avoid Jams:

• Allow your media to acclimatize – do not use the media if just delivered, especially during periods of extreme temperatures or humidity. Allow it to come to room temperature before using.

• Do not print too close to the edges of the media. Leave a border of approximately .5” between your artwork and the edge of the media.

• Be sure to use the suggested paper type and media type before printing.

• Always make sure you select the media size which matches the media being used and is appropriate for your printer.

• You cannot run the 52” length in the 350 / 540 / 550 / 800, use the 49.6” length for these printers. All others, use 52” length media.

• The IColor™ 560 cannot run lengths of more than 14” – Do not use!
Available in the following sizes:

11.6” x 52” (279 x 1321mm) (for IColor™ 650 / 600)
8” x 52” (216 x 1321mm) (for IColor™ 650 / 600 / 500)
8” x 49.6” (216 x 1259mm) (for IColor™ 800 / 550 / 540 / 350)

Banner Paper is available in a variety of sizes specific to your printer and made of a white paper stock. This product was specifically designed to work with all IColor transfer printers, and will also work with many popular laser or LED printers - please check with your printer manufacturer for compatibility.

Create custom, professional paper banners in full color. This media can also be used a dye sublimation media when using IColor toner based dye sublimation printers.

Also Available:

• Propeel Label Adhesive Media (clear/white)
• Propeel Waterslide 1-Step for Hard Surfaces
• Propeel Glitter 2-Step Paper (A & B)
• Propeel Hard Surface Transfer Paper 8.5" x 11"
• Propeel High Quality Laser Temporary Tattoo Paper 10pk
• Propeel 2 Step Transfer Paper for Dark and Light Textiles
• Propeel 1-Step paper for Ceramic, Glass and Acrylic Surfaces
• Propeel 1 Step Transfer Paper for White and Light Textiles
• Propeel Wood and Leather Hard Surface 1-Step Transfer Media
• Propeel Magnetic Media Transfer Paper (Clear and White)
• Propeel Window Cling Sheets and Banners